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THE COHOMOLOGY OF PRESHEAVES OF ALGEBRAS. I:
PRESHEAVES OVER A PARTIALLY ORDERED SET

MURRAY GERSTENHABER AND SAMUEL D. SCHACK

ABSTRACT. To each presheaf (over a poset) of associative algebras A we as-

sociate an algebra Al. We define a full exact embedding of the category of

(presheaf) A-bimodules in that of A!-bimodules. We show that this embed-

ding preserves neither enough (relative) injectives nor enough (relative) pro-

jectives, but nonetheless preserves (relative) Yoneda cohomology. The coho-

mology isomorphism links the deformations of manifolds, algebraic presheaves,

and algebras. It also implies that the cohomology of any triangulable space

is isomorphic to the Hochschild cohomology of an associative algebra. (The

latter isomorphism preserves all known cohomology operations.) We conclude

the paper by exhibiting for each associative algebra and triangulable space a

"product" which is again an associative algebra.

0. Introduction. Presheaves are rather familiar objects and arise in many sit-

uations, some of which are discussed below. Our primary purpose in this paper is

to prove a theorem which reduces questions about the cohomology of presheaves

of rings to questions about the (classical) cohomology of rings. Specifically, fix a

commutative ring fc and a partially ordered set (poset) Jzr. Let A be a presheaf of

associative fc-algebras over ^f hereinafter: a diagram. Then A has naturally associ-

ated with it an abelian category of ozmodules and a (relative) Yoneda Cohomology

bifunctor ExtA_A(—,—). (All the foregoing formalism is introduced in §1.) We

define for each such diagram A a single fc-algebra A! and a full exact embedding,

M ~+ M!, of the category of A-bimodules in the category of A!-bimodules (§2).

The embedding induces a natural transformation of Yoneda cohomology bifunc-

tors, uj*: ExtA_A(-,-) —> ExtA!.A!(-!, -!) (§2). Our central result is the Special

Cohomology Comparison Theorem (CCT), namely:

for an arbitrary diagram A over an arbitrary poset

w*: ExtA.A(—, -) —> ExtA!.A!(—!, —!) is an isomorphism.

The proof occupies §§3, 4. The scheme of the proof will be given shortly. First we

describe some of the history and utility of the CCT.

In [GS1] we proved a "primitive" version of the CCT, applicable to arbitrary

diagrams defined over arbitrary finite posets and to a narrow class of diagrams

defined over a limited class of infinite posets. The proofs given there for the finite
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case and the few infinite cases were wholly different. Here we remove all restrictions

on the diagrams and the posets and give a single proof, applicable to all cases and

bearing no resemblance to either of the proofs in [GS1].

The work of [GS1] was initiated—as its title insists—to study the deformations

of a diagram. (These are defined in a way naturally extending the definition for

the classical case of a single algebra (cf. [G2, GS1].) Indeed, there is a map,

Def(A) —» Def(A!), from the set of deformations of A to the set of deformations

of A!. In [GSl, §21] we analyze this map. We show there that it is an injec-

tion if, for example, A factors through the category of commutative algebras and

ui': Ext*_A( —,—) —► ExtA!.Ai( —!, —!) is an isomorphism. The latter requirement

may now be dropped from the hypotheses since it is a particular case of the CCT.

In contrast, we construct from any diagram A another diagram #A and a bijection

Def(A) —> Def(#A); then, using the CCT, we show: when the underlying poset

is finite, Def(A) —> Def((#A)!) is onto [GSl, §21]. Thus every diagram A (over

a finite poset J2") has an associated ring whose deformations are "snapshots" of

the deformations of the diagram, namely (#A)!. If, further, the algebra A(i) is

commutative for every i £/ then Def(A) —> Def((#A)!) is a bijection and, so,

the deformations of such a diagram are mirrored by those of an algebra. This

correspondence provides a bridge between deformations of manifolds and deforma-

tions of algebras. Specifically, if Sf is a complex manifold and J? is the poset of

coordinate neighborhoods of Sf then Sf is completely determined by the presheaf

A of holomorphic functions on Sf, which is a diagram of commutative algebras.

A formal deformation of Sf induces a deformation of A. The converse is true for

"commutative" deformations of A. When Sf is compact we may even restrict ^ to

be a finite Stein covering of Sf closed under intersection. Once again A completely

determines Sf and now Def (A) —> Def (A!) is a bijection. The ultimate goal of such

a correspondence, clearly, is to transfer back to manifolds (or schemes or varieties)

information obtained by purely algebraic means.

The value of the CCT transcends its applications to deformation theory. For

example, let E be a simplicial complex and let ^7 be the poset formed by its sim-

plices (ordered by incidence). If kjr = k is the constant diagram (over ^f) then

there is a natural isomorphism H'(Yf, fc) = H*(k\, k!) between the simplicial coho-

mology of E and the Hochschild cohomology of k! (mnemonic: SC=HC). This is

a consequence of the classical isomorphism H'(k\,—) = ExtJ;_k!(k!, —), the (rela-

tively easy) observation that Ext£_k(k,k) = r7*(E',fc) where E' is the barycentric

subdivision of E, and the CCT. It is significant that SC=HC compares simplicial

and Hochschild cohomologies. For these two cohomologies share the uncommon

feature that they have "additional" cohomology operations beyond the usual cup

product. [S, GI, GS2]. The explicit description of the isomorphism elucidates

the similarities between the two cohomology theories and shows exactly where and

why they diverge [GS2]. The few infinite cases of the CCT proven in [GSl] were

strong enough to yield SC=HC for locally finite simplicial complexes [GS2]. With

the full CCT in tow SC=HC now follows for arbitrary simplicial complexes (§7).

(For finite simplicial complexes one can bypass the CCT in proving SC=HC. This

is done in [GS4] and sketched in §7 of this paper.) The (classical) local cohomology

of simplicial complexes is also captured by Hochschild cohomology (§7).
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The CCT is a potentially fruitful source for examples of algebras with prescribed

cohomological properties. Indeed, in [GS4] we use SC=HC to construct examples

of analytically rigid algebras which are not infinitesimally rigid by finding spaces

with the "right" cohomological properties. Each example is then an appropriate

kjr\. We believe that the potential for such applications is vast. To illustrate this

we show in §7 that if A is an associative algebra and Sf is a triangulable space then

there is an algebra which behaves cohomologically as though it were the product

of A and Sf. The algebra is just A! for a diagram constructed from A and Sf.

The algebra A! would be present in any case; it is the CCT which suggests our

interpretation.

Given the utility we ascribe to the CCT it seems reasonable to ask whether it is

true for diagrams over an arbitrary small category, not merely a poset. The answer

is no. However, there is a remedy. Both the difficulty and the remedy are discussed

in the concluding remarks to §2 and will appear in [GS5, 6].

If A is an associative algebra then the Hochschild cohomology H'(A, -) is equal

to Ext^.^(A,-) and can be computed as the homology of a cochain complex

C'(A, —). Similarly, for a diagram A there is a cochain complex C'(A, -) whose ho-

mology H'(A, -) is equal to ExtA.A(A, -). The definition of C'(A, —) and a proof

that H*(A,-) = H(C*(A,-)) = ExtA.A(A,-) were given in [GSl]. We repeat

the definition, but not the proof, in §6. Since, according to the CCT, H'(A, —) =

H'(A\, -!) it is natural to ask for a cochain map t* : C'(A, -) —» C'(A\, -!) which

induces the isomorphism. We introduced r* in [GSl] and showed that whenever

the map uj' is an isomorphism it follows that H(r') = uj*. Consequently, we can

now assert: H(r') is an isomorphism for any diagram A over any poset J7. The

cochain map r* plays a critical role in both the analysis and the correspondence

Def(A) —* Def(A!), [GSl, §21], and that of the relationship between simplicial and

Hochschild cohomology operations, [GS2, §6]. We repeat the definition of r* in §6

where we also show directly, without invoking the CCT, that H(r') is an isomor-

phism whenever A is a diagram over a finite poset. (We were unable to do this in

[GSl].) We thus have a pedestrian proof of a limited, but nonetheless significant,

portion of the CCT, namely: ExtA_A(—,—) —> ExtA!_A!(—!, —!) is an isomorphism

for any diagram A over a finite poset Jr. It should be noted that this proof,

where it applies, is less conceptual than that contained in §§3, 4. In particular the

provenance of t* remains a mystery.

Since the Hochschild cohomology of an algebra has several cohomology opera-

tions the CCT implies that H'(A,A) must have such operations as well. (These

include a graded commutative cup product, a graded Lie bracket, and a Steenrod

square.) Using r* the structure of H'(A\, A!) can be transported back to H'(A,A)

and then redescribed intrinsically (i.e. without reference to A! and r*). We did this

in [GS2, §4] but the formulae did not reach the printed page intact. Consequently,

we repeat them in §6. With the formulae in hand we proved, [GS2, §5], that they

had the correct properties for arbitrary diagrams over a wide class of posets, in-

cluding many cases for which we did not yet know the CCT. Given the full CCT,

it is now a triviality that the formulae are always "correct".

As to the proof of the CCT, first note that it would be trivial if M ~» M! were

to preserve either enough projectives or enough injectives. We show in §5 that

such is not the case. The proof itself begins with two reductions, the first of which
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is elementary. We show that the CCT is equivalent to the Acyclicity Theorem:

if E is an injective A-bimodule and N is an arbitrary A-bimodule then E! is a

HomALA!(N!, -)-acyclic bimodule (§2). The second reduction is the equivalence of

the CCT to the Second Acyclicity Theorem. This states that we need prove the

Acyclicity Theorem only when the poset J2" is a cone—i.e. 30 E J? with i > 0 for all

i E J?—and then only for a particular type of injective which we term 0-primitive

in §1. To finish we engage in a delicate analysis of extensions (§4). That analysis is

modelled on—but is considerably less clumsy than—the proof given in [GS3, §3]

for diagrams over the poset J^ = {0 < 1}. (On the other hand, there are difficulties

in the general case which are invisible in the case J^ = {0 < 1}. See the remarks

following Theorem 3.8 and those concluding §4.)

We adhere to the following notational conventions: fc will be a commutative

associative ring with unit. All fc-algebras will be associative and will have a unit;

all fc-algebra maps will be unital. The category of such algebras and maps will be

denoted k-alg. When A and B are fc-algebras, a left A, right B module will be

reffered to as an (A-B)-bimodule. The category of such bimodules will be denoted

(A-B)-bimod; when A = B we abbreviate this to A-bimod. We also abbreviate

HomA_f/imod(N, M) to Hom^.J4(Af, M) and adopt other similar such abbreviations

without comment whenever convenient. All bimodules will be assumed to be unital

and to be k-symmetric, (am = ma for all a E k and all m in the bimodule). Since

a left A-module is, implicitly, a right fc-module we designate the category of left A-

modules by (A-k)-bimod. Similarly, (k-A)-bimod is the category of right A-modules.

We shall use + and <g> for direct sum and tensor product in k-bimod; otherwise we

use © and ®a- Likewise \~\ and ]J, when used without comment, indicate product

and coproduct in k-bimod only. Finally, we use >—> and —* to represent, respectively,

monomorphisms and epimorphisms.

1. Rudimentary theory of diagrams. We view a poset ^f as a category in

the usual way: corresponding to each order relation i < j there is a unique map

ij- i —* j- (In particular, ii = Id*.) A presheaf of fc-algebras over ^f is a functor

A: ^f°v —> k-alg. For brevity, we refer to A as a diagram (over J7), write A1 for

A(z), and write <p%1: A] —> A' for A(ij). In particular, tp11 is the identity map of

A'. The constant diagram k is defined by kl = k for all i E ^ and <plJ = Idfc for

all i < j. Note that k is the coterminator in the category of diagrams over J?.

An A-bimodule M is a presheaf of abelian groups in which (with similar notational

conventions):

(1) M* is an AJ-bimodule;

(2) If i < j then Tij: Mj -» M! is an A'-bimodule map. (N.B. The map

tp13: Af —> A' induces a forgetful functor Al-bimod —* A^-bimod by means of which

we view M* as an A3-bimodule.) As before, T" is an identity map. On occasion,

particularly when considering more than one bimodule, we may revert to standard

functorial notation and write M(ij) rather than TtJ. An A-bimodule map r,: N —> M

is simply a natural transformation in which each rf: W —* M* is an A!-bimodule

map. The category of A-bimodules will denoted A-bimod. It is abelian, complete,

and cocomplete. (All constructions are made "objectwise".)

Clearly, when J? consists of a single element these concepts reduce to the classical

definitions of a fc-algebra A, an A-bimodule M, and an A-bimodule map f:N^>M.

We shall refer to this situation as the classical case. Traditionally, certain allowable
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maps play a critical role in the classical case. An A-bimodule map f:N—*Mis

allowable if there is a fc-bimodule map k : M —> N for which fnf = f. (An epi
or mono is then allowable o it splits in k-bimod; a map is allowable <$■ in every

epi-mono factorization both maps are allowable; when fc is a field all maps are

allowable.) Concepts such as projectivity and injectivity are then defined "relative

to allowable maps." These practices have risen to enable certain familiar and useful

homological properties to generalize well from the case in which fc is a field to that

in which fc is an arbitrary commutative ring.

So, too, for an arbitrary diagram A we shall consider allowable A-bimodule

maps. A map i):N^Mis allowable if and only if each rf: W —► MF is allowable.

(N.B. We do not insist that the fc-bimodule splitting maps k1 : MP —► Pf comprise

a k-bimodule map M —> N.) An A-bimodule E is a relative injective if for every

allowable monomorphism N >—► M the induced map HoniA-A(M[, E) —► HoniA-A(Ni E)

is an epimorphism. A relative injective allowable resolution of an A-bimodule M is

an exact sequence 0 —► M —> E0 —► Ei —►■■•—> E„ —>•• ■ in which all maps are

allowable and each En is a relative injective A-bimodule. Every A-bimodule M has

such a resolution, i.e.

THEOREM 1.1.   A-bimod has enough relative injectives.

Before proving this we shall collect some elementary observations in a lemma.

LEMMA 1.2. (1) For each i E ^ the restriction functor (i)*: A-bimod —*

Al-bimod defined by (i)*M = Ml is exact and preserves allowability.

(2) (i)* has a right inverse (z%: Al-bimod —* A-bimod defined as follows: ((i)*M)3

= M if j > i and ((i)tM)3 = 0 otherwise; ((ty^M)3 —» ((i)*M)h isIdM if j > h>i
and is 0 otherwise.

(3) (i)„ is right adjoint to (i)*.

(4) (i)t is exact and preserves both allowability and relative injectivity.

(5) (i)*E is a relative injective A-bimodule if and only if E is a relative injective

A* -bimodule.

PROOF. To begin, (1) and (2) are clear. The first two claims of (4) are also

trivial and the third is established by the usual proof that a right adjoint to an

exact functor preserves injectivity. Half of (5) is subsumed by (4). For the other

half let g € HomAi.A, (N, M) be an allowable monomorphism and suppose that

M —♦ E is an arbitrary A'-bimodule map. We apply (i)t and observe, using (4),

that the same situation prevails in A-bimod. So (i)*g extends to an A-bimodule

map h: (i)*M —► (i)„E. Then (1) and (2) imply that (i)*h extends g.

For the adjunction, suppose that r, E HomA.A(N, (i)»M). Then for j > i we

have rfT%3 = r,3 and for j ~-£ i we have r,3 = 0. So r, is completely determined

by rf E HomAi_Ai(N\M). Conversely, any rf E HomAi_A, (N\ M) yields a map

r, E HomA-A(N, (i)*M) by the formulae above.     □

We refer to (i)t as the right inflation functor. A relative injective A-bimodule

having the form (i)*E will be called a primitive (or i-primitive) relative injective.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. It suffices to show that every A-bimodule MI has

an allowable monomorphism M >—> E to a relative injective A-bimodule E. Now,

Al-bimod has enough relative injectives for each i E J?■ (This follows, essentially,

from the fact that the forgetful functor Al-bimod —> k-bimod: M —► |M| has a
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right adjoint, namely V ~+ Homfc(A* ® A\V) (cf. [M, §§IX.5, IX.6].) Hence for

each iEJ? there is an allowable Al-bimodule monomorphism from Ml to a relative

injective Al-bimodule Ei. Using the adjunction of the lemma we have allowable

maps M —> (i)*Ei and, so, an allowable map M —► E where E is the product in

A-bimod of {(i)*Ei}. As a product of relative injectives, E is a relative injective.

Finally, since one of the components of Ml —► El is Ml >—► Ej, each M! —> EJ is

an allowable monomorphism and, so, M —♦ E is an allowable monomorphism as

well.    □

COROLLARY 1.3. A-bimod has enough relative injectives which are products of

primitive relative injectives.    □

If fc is a field and ^f satisfies the descending chain condition then every relative

injective A-bimodule is a product of primitive relative injectives. Since we shall not

use this fact we leave it as an exercise to the reader.

Observe that the functor Uy: A-bimod —► k-bimod defined by Uy(M) = JJ |M'|

preserves and reflects allowability. The proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.2 show

that Uy has a right adjoint, namely V ~» \~[(i)t:(Eomk(At <g> A', V)), a product in

A-bimod. If ^f is infinite then Uy does not preserve products and, consequently,

cannot have a left adjoint.

The discussion thus far dualizes to yield, first, the definitions of relative projective

and relative projective allowable resolution. Second, each restriction functor has a

left adjoint, (i)\: Al-bimod —> A-bimod, which is right exact (as is any left adjoint),

preserves both allowability and relative projectivity, and is right inverse to (i)*.

(However, it need not be exact.) It is defined as follows: ((i)\M)h = Ah®KiM®fiiAh

if h < i and ((i)\M)h = 0 if h £ i; ((i)\M)' -► ((i)\M)h is ph3 ffi ldM®<Phi if

h < j <i and is 0 otherwise. A primitive relative projective is a relative projective

having the form (i)\P for some iE^f and some (necessarily) relative projective Ax-

bimodule. Further, A-bimod has enough relative projectives which are coproducts

of primitive relative projectives. If J? satisfies the ascending chain condition then

these are the only relative projectives. (When fc is a field this follows from the

argument in [GSl, §1]; for arbitrary fc it then follows by reducing modulo every

maximal ideal of fc.) Finally, the functor U2: A-bimod —► k-bimod defined by

U2(M) = Y\ \Ml\ preserves and reflects allowability and has a left adjoint, namely

V ~+ Yl(i)\(Al <8>V ® A1), a coproduct in A-bimod. (In [GSl, §6] we inadvertently

identified the left adjoint of U2 as a left adjoint to Uy.) If J is infinite then U2

does not have a right adjoint; if J7 is finite then Uy =U2.

We conclude this section with a discussion of the (relative) Yoneda cohomology

bifunctor ExtA.A( —, —) on A-bimod, which, of course, is an instance of the general

definition (cf. [M, §§111.5, XII.4]). We shall give a smattering of details to establish

linguistic and notational conventions.

An allowable n-fold extension of M by N is an exact sequence, %: 0 —► M —>

Mn -+•■•—> Mj —► N —> 0, in which all maps are allowable. A map ef —* % of

such extensions is a commutative diagram of A-bimodule maps

<T: 0 -► M -► M„  -► • ■ •  -► Mx  -> N -►  0

Iii i i
f: 0 -> M —-► M„ -► • • ■ -► Mi  -► N -► 0.
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(N.B. The vertical maps need not be allowable.) The maps M —» M and N —> N

are, respectively, the start and the end of & —► I?. We write If = If to indicate a

congruence of allowable extensions. Such a congruence can always be represented

by a pair of maps If +— 1? —► If, each starting and ending with an identity.

We denote the =-equivalence class of If by [£?]. As usual, ExtA.A(N,M) is the

set of equivalence classes of allowable n-fold extensions of M by N if n > 0 and

ExtA.A(N,M) = HomA-A(N,M).

If v: N' —► N and p: M —► M' are A-bimodule maps then we denote the

pushout and pullback extensions—both of which are allowable—by pl? = p o J?

and %v = % o u. (For example, %v is 0 -» M -> Mn -> ■ ■ ■ -> Myiy -> N' -► 0

where Myu —► N' is the pullback of Mi —> N along the map v.) Note that a map

I? —» sf which starts with p and ends with i/ induces a map p%? —* Iff which is

a congruence: plf = If ia (This fact will be used repeatedly.) If i?': 0 —> L —»

Lm —» • ■ ■ —> M —► 0 is allowable then the Yoneda composite, or splice, ef' o W

is the allowable sequence 0 —► L —»• Lm —>■•■—> Li —► Mn —>••■—> N —»• 0

in which Lt —> Mn is the composite Li —> M —> M„. Splice, pushout, pullback,

and composition of maps (in dimension 0) clearly preserve congruence; together

they induce an associative fc-bilinear operation, also denoted o, on ExtA_A(—, — )•

This means, in particular, that f?v o If = &~ o v%. Each allowable short ex-

act sequence, &~: 0 —► M' —> M —► M" —* 0, induces a long exact sequence

••• — Ext^_A(N,M') -* Ext^.A(N,M) -» Ext^.A(N,M") -+ Ext^^N.M') -» •••

in which Ext^.A(N,M") -> Ext^1 (N, M') is defined by [f] ^ [^ o tf] and called

the connecting homomorphism. The foreoging asserts that ExtA_A(N, —) is a rela-

tive 6-functor for each A-bimodule N. Furthermore, ExtA.A(N, —) is universal, i.e.

it has the following equivalent properties:

(1) ExtA.A(N, E) = 0 if n > 0 and E is a relative injective A-bimodule;

(2) ExtA.A(N,-) = i?#HomA-A(N,-), the (relative) right-derived functors of

HomA-A(N,-); and

(3) if H* is a relative 6-functor on A-bimod and f°: ExtA_A(N, —) —► Bf° is a

natural transformation then f° has a unique extension to /*: ExtA.A(N, -) —> H*.

Likewise, ExtA.A( —,M) is a universal <5-functor on A-bimod.

Of course, in the classical case these definitions coincide with the usual ones. The

foregoing can be formulated using arbitrary n-fold extensions, not merely allowable

ones. The result is an "absolute" Yoneda cohomology. Historically, the absolute

cohomology has been less useful than the relative one. Even so, it is worth noting

that all of the lemmas, theorems, and proofs in §§1-5 of this paper remain valid if

the "relative" concepts are replaced by the corresponding "absolute" ones.

2. The diagram ring and the CCT. We shall associate to each diagram

A over ^f a fc-algebra A! which we call the diagram ring. The most economical

description of A! is: A! = row-finite ^xJ2 matrices (aij) with aij E A1 if i < j and

a^ = 0 otherwise; the matrix product (aij)(bij) = (c^) is computed as usual with

the understanding that, for h < i < j, the summand ahi ■ hj of chj is interpreted

as ahi ■ hj = ah,tphl(bij). For our purposes the following is a more convenient

representation of A! as a fc-bimodule

(2-1) A!=nijAVi,
i^S j>i
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where the suffixes tp13 serve to distinguish distinct copies of A* from one another. A

"general" element of Altp13 will be denoted axtptJ. It is convenient to use (infinite)

sum notation for elements of A!, so that the general element is written ^cftp*3.

Multiplication in A! is defined by (infinite) linearity and the rule

(2.2) (aV%V0 = {aVVV'    iU = J>
( 0 otherwise.

Let 1, be the unit element of A'. Since (ah<phi)(litpi3) = ahtph3 and (lhtphi)(axtpX3)

= tphl(al)tph-i, we may safely abbreviate lttpX3 to tp13. The maps tp13 are then

formally elements of A! and we have tphltp13 = tph3 (as before), but also tp^tp3' = 0

when i ^ j. The unit of A! is 1 = ^ tp", so {tpxx} is a set of orthogonal idempotents

which sum to 1. Note that Axtpu is a subalgebra of A!, although its unit is not

1 E A! but is rather <pu. The obvious fc-bimodule map A1 —> AV": a *-+ o.tpxx is an

isomorphism of (unital) fc-algebras.

The diagram ring arose originally as the endomorphism ring of a projective

generator, G, in the category of left A-modules, (A-k)-bimod (cf., [GSl, §10 and

GS6, §2].) Further, when J7 is finite, G is small and HomA(G, -): (A-k)-bimod —>

(A\-k)-bimod is an equivalence between (A-k)-bimod and the category of left A\-

modules. This trivially gives a cohomology isomorphism. (In fact, HomA(G, —)

induces a cohomology isomorphism when A is a diagram over an arbitrary small

category [GS6, §2].) However, it is not the type of isomorphism we seek. The

first problem we encounter is that HomA(G, -) does not carry the left A-module

A to the left A!-module A!, but rather to HomA(G, A) = \[Axtpxx. Moreover, left

A-modules are of less interest to us than A-bimodules. For it is the cohomology of

A-bimodules which captures information regarding singular diagram (of algebras)

extensions of A, deformations of A, and (when A = k) simplicial cohomology of J?.

Ab initio, it seems that a possible remedy is to replace A-bimod by the (isomorphic)

category of left Ae-modules where Ae = A ® Aop is the "enveloping diagram." This

is still unsatisfactory. Recall that our goals for such a cohomology isomorphism

include: (1) it should yield an isomorphism between the simplicial cohomology

ExtJ.k(k, k) = H'(^f,k) and the Hochschild cohomology H'(Rk,Rk) of some fc-

algebra Ry,; (2) it should permit the reduction of questions about deformations

and singular extensions of A to analogous questions about some fc-algebra i?A ■ As

before, this means we wish to associate to each diagram A a fc-algebra Ra and

a functor (Ae-k)-bimod —► R^-bimod which preserves relative Yoneda cohomology

and carries the left Ae-module A to the i?A-bimodule R&. Now, to be sure, R^-bimod

is isomorphic to (Rek-k)-bimod. However the equivalence of categories we have in

hand is (Ae-k)-bimod ~ (Ae\-k)-bimod and the latter category need not be equivalent

to the category of left i?e-modules for any fc-algebra R. (For an example, set

A = Idfc: fc —► fc for a field fc. Details appear in [GS6, §3].) In this vein it is worth

noting, in particular, that Ae! ^ A!e. The isomorphism between the category of

i?-bimodules and that of left i?e-modules is quite useful. But it is not a panacea

and its mere existence does not oblige one to use it. Indeed, as we have tried to

illustrate above, there are times when it simply is not pertinent.

We wish to define a functor !: A-bimod —► A!-bimod in such a way that the A-

bimodule A is carried to the Al-bimodule A!. This essentially forces the following

definition of M! for an A-bimodule M. As a fc-bimodule M! = \~\iej LL>jMV*'7'i
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the operation of A! is defined by

(ahtphx)(mxtpX3) = ahThx(mx)tph3,

(2.3) (mhtphx)(axtp13) = mhtphx(ax)tph3,

(ahtphl)(m3tp31) =0= (mhphx)(a3tp3')    if i ± j.

Since Wtp" C M! is closed under multiplication by Axtpxx and A' = A%tpxx we see

that MV" is naturally an A'-bimodule and that Mx —► MV": rn (-► mtpxx is an

A*-bimodule isomorphism.

If ry 6 HomA.A(N,M) define n\ E HomA!-A!(N!,M!) by r,\(n%tpi3) = r,l(nx)tpX3. At

this juncture it is worth noting that, as will be discussed below, ! is an equivalence

if and only if J^ is discrete. (Also see the remarks following Theorem 3.9.) We now

prove the dimension zero case of the CCT, namely

THEOREM 2.1. !: A-bimod —► A\-bimod preserves allowability and is a full
exact embedding.

PROOF. We prove only that ! is full, the other claims being trivial. Let M

and N be A-bimodules and g: N! —> M! be an Al-bimodule map. Since g(nxtpxx) =

g(nltpxx)tpx-', it is clear that g is determined by its restrictions gl: NV" —► M!. Fur-

thermore, for n E W we have ntplx = tpxx(ntplx)tplx and, consequently, gx(nxtpxx) =

tpxxg(nxtpxx)tpxx E tptxM\tpxx = MV"- Now, trivially, gl is an A'-bimodule map

NV" —► MV"- Using the remarks above the theorem we define gx: Nl —> M* by

gl(n)tpn = gx(ntpxx). These maps comprise an A-bimodule map g: N —► M if and

only if gl o N(ij) = M(ij) o g3 for all i < j. To see that this is so, observe that for

n E N3 we have both

tpl3g(ntp33) = g(tpX3ntp33) = g(N(ij)(n)<pX3)

= g(N(ij)(n)pxx)tpX3 = g'(N(ij)(n))tpX3

and tp%3g(ntp33) = tpX3g3(n)tp33 = M(ij)(g3(n))tp13. Now right multiplication by

tp13 is a fc-bimodule isomorphism Mx —> MV'J- Hence the last two equations show

that g(N(ij)(n)) = M(ij)(g3(n)), as required. That r, i—► r/! and g i—> g are inverses

is routine.    □

Thus, HomA-A( —, —) —> HomA!-Ai(—, —): n >—> r,\ is a natural isomorphism. Since

! is exact, it follows that ExtA!_A!(—U ~0 is a relative 6-functor (in each argument)

on A-bimod. Hence, the universality of ExtA.A(—,—) guarantees that r, i—► r,\ has

a unique extension uj': ExtA.A(-, -) —* ExtA!_A!(-!.-!). Now, in an obvious way,

every allowable extension If in A-bimod gives rise to an allowable extension If! in

Al-bimod. The correspondence If •—> <f! clearly preserves equivalence, pushouts,

and splices and is a natural transformation which extends r, \—* n\. So it must be uj*.

A priori, uj* need not be an isomorphism—there may well be extensions connecting

M! and N! in Al-bimod which do not have the form If!. Nevertheless, we shall prove

THE SPECIAL COHOMOLOGY COMPARISON THOEREM (CCT). If A is an ar-
bitrary diagram over an arbitrary poset then uj': ExtA.A(—,-) —> ExtA!.A!(-!,-!)

is an isomorphism.

If S is discrete (i < j =► i = j) then A! = n AV" and the CCT follows from
the obvious equivalences of categories Al-bimod ~ \~\Axtpxx-bimod ~ A-bimod. In

this case ! preserves all relative injectives and projectives. Indeed the CCT would
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be trivial in general if! preserved either enough relative injectives or enough relative

projectives; unfortunately, it does neither. In fact it fails in a rather spectacular

way: a nontrivial i-primitive injective is preserved by ! if and only if i is maximal in

J^; if fc is a field and <f has the descending chain condition then these (and prod-

ucts of them) are the only relative injectives ! preserves. We shall prove this in §5.

(Also see [GSl, §11 and GS3, §3].) In particular, US is not discrete then ! is not

an equivalence. We conjecture, however, that it has both adjoints. (If so, they are

necessarily inexact.) We should also remark that the CCT is genuinely a theorem

about bimodules and only bimodules. Specifically, with obvious modifications to

(2.3), ! may be defined for left A-modules and is then an embedding of left module

categories, (A-k)-bimod —» (A\-k)-bimod, which carries A to A! However, this em-

bedding rarely preserves (relative) Yoneda cohomology. Indeed, more generally, if

^f is homologically nontrivial then there does not exist an algebra R and a functor

(A-k)-bimod —► (R-k)-bimod which carries A to R and preserves (relative Yoneda

cohomology [GS3, §3].

Now let E be a primitive relative injective A-bimodule. While E! need not be

a relative injective A!-bimodule, it will be "acyclic enough" to imply the CCT.

Specifically, the next two sections will be devoted to proving

THE (FIRST) ACYCLICITY THEOREM. //E andN are A-bimodules andE is a

primitive relative injective then E! is a relative Hohiai-a!(N!, —)-acyclic bimodule;

that is, ExtA,_A,(N!,E!) = (irHomA!_A,(N!,-))(E!) = 0 for n > 0.

The relevance of the Acyclicity Theorem derives from

THEOREM 2.2.   The CCT is equivalent to the Acyclicity Theorem.

PROOF. In the presence of the CCT we have ExtA!_A(N!s E!) S ExtA_A(N, E) = 0

for n > 0. This is half of the equivalence. Before proving the other half we cite—

without proof—a general though quite standard result. Suppose sf and & are

abelian categories, sf has enough (relative) injectives, F: sf —* 38 is a covariant

left exact functor, and 0 —> A —* E, is an (allowable) resolution of A E sf by

(relative) F-acyclic objects in sf. Then (R*F)(A) = H(F(E.)); that is, (relative)

cohomology can be computed using (relative) acyclic (allowable) resolutions (cf.

[CE, §XVIL3 and Gr, Theorem 2.4.1, Remark 3]).

Now assume the Acyclicity Theorem holds. Then, since a product of acyclic

objects is acyclic, E! is HomAi.A!(N!, —)-acyclic whenever E is a product of primitive

injective A-bimodules. Let M be an A-bimodule and let 0 —► M —» E. be a relative

injective allowable resolution of M in which every En is a product of primitive

relative injective A-bimodules. (Such resolutions are guaranteed by Corollary 1.3.)

We then have

ExtA.A(N,M) = r7(HomA-A(N,E.)) = tf(HomA,.AI(N!,E!))

= (J2-HomA,.A!(N!,-))(M!) = ExtA!.A!(N!,M!).

The second equality follows from Theorem 2.1; the third follows from the Acyclicity

Theorem and the general remarks above; the other two are simply the assertions

that ExtA_A(N, —) and ExtA!_A,(N!, -) are relative right-derived functors.    □

One can, of course, formulate the concepts of diagrams and diagram rings over

an arbitrary small category c: for diagrams simply replace *f by c throughout §1;

for diagram rings replace \\Axtpx3 by ]JAV" where the latter coproduct is taken
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over the set of maps v with domain i. It is natural then to ask whether the CCT

holds in this generality. It does not. For example, suppose that c is a nontrivial

group and k is the constant diagram on c defined by fc' = k for all i. Then k! = fc[c],

the group ring. But Homn^k, k) = fc while, if c is abelian, Homfc[cj(fc[c],fc[c]) is

fc[c]. Thus, the dimension zero case of the CCT, namely Theorem 2.1, can fail if

c is not a poset. In [GS5, 6] we rectify this situation in the following way. We

define a functor c ~~+ c' from the category of small categories to itself. We call c' the

barycentric subdivision of c since that is precisely what it is when c is a poset. We

also define a natural transformation from the subdivision functor to the identity

functor. Every diagram A over c then has a subdivision A' (over c') which is obtained

by composing A with the functor c' —► c. Similarly, there is a subdivision functor

A-bimod —► A'-bimod. We prove that the latter functor induces an isomorphism

of (relative) Yoneda cohomologies and that the second subdivision, c", is always

a poset. Hence, we obtain the General Cohomology Comparison Theorem: the

(composed) functor A-bimod —> A"\-bimod induces an isomorphism of (relative)

Yoneda cohomologies. The cohomology of an arbitrary diagram over an arbitrary

small category thus always reduces to the cohomology of an algebra.

3. Reduction to the second acyclicity theorem. Our objective in this sec-

tion is to prove a theorem that significantly reduces the task posed by the Acyclicity

Theorem, which requries us to compute ExtA!_A!(N!,E!) for an arbitrary primitive

relative injective A-bimodule E. Now E = (i)*E for some iE^f and some relative

injective AJ-bimodule E. We shall show that, in a sense soon to be made precise,

ExtALA!(N!, ((«)*—)!) is "determined over" the subposet if J? = {j > i}. First we

review our notational conventions: + will be used for direct sum in k-bimod; other-

wise we use ffi; also, FJ and \\, when used without comment, indicate product and

coproduct in k-bimod only.

A filter in a poset f is a subset f C J? with the property: if j E ^ and

* > j then i E f'. Every element i E J? generates a principle filter, namely

i/y = {j > i}. If A: fop —> k-alg is a diagram then the restriction of A to a

subposet f C J2" is the diagram (/)*A: fop >-► J2"0? -» k-alg. There is then

likewise a restriction functor A-bimod —> (tvf)*A)-bimod: M i—> (f)*M. We elide

the proof of the following lemma since it is similar to the proof of Lemma 1.2.

LEMMA 3.1.   Let JF C J be a filter and let A be a diagram over ^f.

(1) The restriction functor (J?)* : A-bimod —<• ((f)* A)-bimod is exact and pre-

serves allowability.

(2) (f)* has a right inverse (f)»: ((f)* A)-bimod —► A-bimod defined by.

((f)M){ = MX ifiEf and (C/].M)« = 0 otherwise; ((f)*M)1 -» (lf)M)h
is 0 unless h <i and hE <?, in which case it is Mx —> Mh.

(3) l^f)* is right adjoint to {/')*.

(4) (a?)* is exact and preserves both allowability and relative injectivity.

(5) (t^r).E is a relative injective A-bimodule if and only i/E is a relative injective

((f)* A)-bimodule.    U

Note that (f)» is just "extension by 0". For diagrams it is now easy to see the

sense in which ExtA.A(N, (i)»M) is "determined over" i/J'. Indeed, if J- is any

filter in J2" and M is a ((/")* A)-bimodule then ExtA.A(N, (f),M) is "determined
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over" f. Specifically, observe that—in an obvious way—restriction gives a nat-

ural transformation ExtA_A(N, (f)*~) - Ext^_/>.A).((>/).A)((^)*N,-): \g\ i-»

[(f)* ^]■ (Note that this requires (f)*(f)» = the identity functor on ((f)*A)-

bimod.) Then we have

THEOREM 3.2.   For each A-bimodule N the natural transformations

ExtA.A(N,(^),-)-,Ext^>.AH<^>.A)((^)*N,-)

and

Ext;_A(N, (i%-) - ExtA,_A,(N\-): [^] -» [<i)*r]

are isomorphisms.

PROOF. Part 4 of Lemma 3.1 implies that ExtA.A(N, (f)*~) is a relative 6-

functor on ((f)*A)-bimod which vanishes on relative injectives and, so, is uni-

versal. The same is true of Ext',j-yky,,jryAy((f)*N, —). The adjunction pro-

vides an isomorphism HomA.A(N, (/").-) -> Hom(<</).A).(^).A)((^)*N,-) be-

tween these 6-functors in dimension zero. Hence it extends uniquely to a map

ExtA.A(N, (f)*-) —> Ext'(jryAy(,j,yA)((f)*N,-) which is then necessarily an

isomorphism. But [if] i—► [(f)*W] extends the adjunction map and, so, is that

isomorphism. The second claim follows from Lemma 1.2 in a similar fashion.    □

We shall use Lemma 3.1 again in §5. Now, granting the CCT for a moment, the

first of these isomorphisms translates to an isomorphism ExtA!.A!(N!, (f)»M)\) =

Ext*a>.A)!_(a).A)!(((^)*N)!,M!). We shall derive this as Theorem 3.7 and it will

be the linchpin of our reduction of the Acyclicity Theorem. (The second isomor-

phism of Theorem 3.2 will be discussed after Theorem 3.7.) The path to Theorem

3.7 is not quite as straight as that to Theorem 3.2. The obstruction is the fail-

ure of the forgetful functor ((f)* A)\-bimod —► Al-bimod provided by Theorem 3.3

(below), to preserve relative injectives. We begin by collecting some elementary

observations which will also be of use in §4.

THEOREM 3.3.   (1) e = 5Z -ejr tp33 is an idempotent.

(2) Ale and (1 — e)A! are two-sided ideals in A!.

(3) If a is an Al-bimodule then (1 — e)o and ae are A\-subbimodules of a.

(4) There is a k-algebra isomorphism A!/(l — e)A! = ((f)*A)\.

(5) The forgetful functors induced by A! —► ((^)*A)! are exact and preserve

allowability.

PROOF. Part 1 is obvious and (3) is an immediate consequence of (2). For the

latter observe the following fc-bimodule decompositions:

eA! = fl   J AV0'    and    A!e = ]J JJ AV3',
iej j>i ieJ" 3>i

jef

A!(l - e) = Y\     I AVJ    and    (1 - e)A! = Yl   J AVJ-
ie.y ]>i i£f 3>i

Hence, eA! c Ale and, since f is a filter, A!(l - e) C (1 - e)AI, which yields

(2). Next, the description of (1 — e)A! given above, when combined with (2.1),

provides an obvious fc-bimodule isomorphism A!/(l — e)A! —► ((f)*A)\, which is
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easily checked to be a fc-algebra isomorphism. The last part of the theorem is

evident.    □

If a is an A!-bimodule, then a = a/(l - e)a is an Al-bimodule and (1 - e)a =

0. Hence a has a natural structure as a ((^)*A!-A!)-bimodule and a ~^> a =

o/(l - e)a defines a functor Al-bimod —» (((f)* A)l-Al)-bimod. Of course, 0 can be

viewed, through A! —* ((f)*A)l, as an Al-bimodule again and the two A!-bimodule

structures on a are identical. Similarly, ae is an Al-bimodule and (ae)(l — e) = 0.

Thus ae may be construed as an (A!-((^)*A)!)-bimodule and a -^ ae defines a

functor Al-bimod —► (A\-((f)*A)\)-bimod. The Al-bimodule structure ae then

acquires through A! —» ((f)*A)l is identical to its structure as a subbimodule of a.

(These observations will be used in §4 also.) In view of the comments above, we may

combine these constructions to obtain a functor Al-bimod —» ((f)*A)l-bimod: a ~~>

ae. The latter functor is the essential tool needed to replicate the first isomorphism

of Theorem 3.2 over diagram rings. That a ~-► ae is exact and preserves allowability

follows immediately from

LEMMA 3.4. a ~^*a = a/(l — e)a and a~+ ae are exact functors which preserve

allowability.

PROOF. If g E HomAi_A! (a, b) then g(ea) = eg(a) C eb. Moreover, there is a fc-

bimodule decomposition a = (1 —e)a + ea. Hence, an allowable exact sequence if of

A!-bimodules, when viewed in k-bimod, decomposes as IP = (1 — e)<% + e"& and both

summands are split exact. It follows that the quotient sequence <f = IP/(1 — e)«P

is isomorphic in k-bimod to e*f', which means that a ~> a is exact and preserves

allowability. The claims for a -^ ae are established similarly.    □

A routine calculation shows that a ~+ a is the left adjoint to the forgetful functor

((C^")*A)!-A!)-6imod —► Al-bimod. However, a ~+ ae is not the left adjoint to

((f)*A)l-bimod —► Al-bimod. On the other hand, it is a right inverse to the latter

forgetful functor: viewing c E ((f)*A)l-bimod as an Al-bimodule we have ce = c.

Hence the functor a ~^> ae provides for each Al-bimodule b and each ((f)*A)l-

bimodule c a map

(3.1) HomA!-A!(b, c) -> Hom({/).A)!.({/).A)!(be, c): / h- f]le,

which we claim is a monomorphism. Specifically, if /|^e = 0 then, as is easily

confirmed, f(ebe) =0. Since/((l-e)b) C (l-e)c = Oand/(b(l-e)) C c(l-e) =0,

this establishes the claim.

Now if If is an allowable extension in Al-bimod then the last lemma implies that

if e is an allowable extension in ({f)*A)l-bimod. Further, if .f <— J?" —> I?' is an

equivalence of extensions in Al-bimod then Ife <— fFe —► %>'e is also an equivalence.

So, for each Al-bimodule b and ((^)*A)!-bimodule c, (3.1) extends to a map

ExtA!.A!(b,c) -» Ext'^yny^jry^yibe^): [f] •-» [&e].

While (3.1) is a monomorphism, in general the latter map is not. For an example,

let S = {0 < 1} and f = {!}, so that e = tpn. Then

f: 0-+ A!(g)(l-e)A!e-> A! ® (1 - e)A!-> A! ® (A!/A!e) ̂ 0

is a nontrivial allowable extension in Al-bimod while [%?e] = 0 since (A!® (A!/A!e))e

= 0. In contrast we have the following lemma.
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LEMMA 3.5. Let b be an Al-bimodule and c be a ((f)*A)l-bimodule. Then

ExtA!_A!(b,c) —► Ext*^.A)i_(^.A)i(be,c) is an isomorphism ifb = be.

PROOF. Let ir: b —> b = be be the projection. We shall show that

Ext((^)-A)!-((^)-A)!(^c) - ExtA!_A!(b,c): \<T[ - [&■*]

is the inverse to [if] h-> [B'e]. The comments following (3.1) make this obvious

in dimension zero. For the case of dimension n > 0 first suppose that [!f] E

Ext"^.^,.^).A),(b, c). Since (1 - e)0 = 0 and De = o for any ((/')*A)!-bimodule

P, we see that & = (^tt/(1 - e)^?r) = Wir = (Wjr)e. Thus [&] ^ \^-k] ^

[(^ir)e\ is the identity. Now suppose that [IP] E ExtA!.A!(b,c). From Theorem

3.3(3) we see that (1 - e)<f is an Al-bimodule extension. Since (1 - e)c = 0,

the inclusion (1 - e)if >-► IP yields a quotient map if —► <f which starts with

Idc: c —►: and ends with ir. Hence there is a congruence of Al-bimodule extensions,

& = Idc %> = <ott. Using the evident forgetful functor we can view <ife as an Al-

bimodule extension. Then the remarks following Theorem 3.3 show that there is

a natural inclusion if e >—► IP. But, since c = c = ce and b = be, that inclusion

is an equivalence. Hence, if = W-k = (We)ir and [if] i—► [ife] h-► [(<f e)7r] is the

identity.    □

Note that the inverse for [if] i—► [^e] supplied in the proof above is not defined

if be 7^ b. Next, we examine Nl.

LEMMA 3.6. If N is an A-bimodule then there is an Al-bimodule isomorphism

NT -> ((f)*N)l. Further, Nle = N! and the exact sequence 0 -» (1 - e)N! -> N! ->

((f)*N)l -► 0 is allowable.

PROOF. The first assertion immediately implies the others. Now, using the defi-

nitions of N! and the idempotent e we see that (1 — e)N! = Tii<±r llj>i NVJ- Thus,

there is an obvious fc-bimodule isomorphism N! = N!/(l — e)N! = Y[ier LI,->j NV°

= ((f)*N)l, which is easily seen to be an Al-bimodule map.    □

All is now in place to prove a version of Theorem 3.2 for diagram rings.

THEOREM 3.7.   If N is an A-bimodule andM is a (f)*A-bimodule then

ExtA!_A!(NI, ((f)M)l) = Ext'({7).A)Hm.AVi((f)*N)l,Ml).

PROOF. As usual, we may view M! as an Al-bimodule through A! —» ((f)*A)l.

Since ((f)M)x =0iori$f it follows that tphh ((f) M)\<p" = 0 if either h$f

or i £ f. This implies that ((f)*M)l and M! are isomorphic as A!-bimodules. In

view of the last lemma, the theorem is merely an instance of Lemma 3.5.    □

We shall call a poset f a cone if it has a least element 0. So 0 < i for every

i E S. The cone is trivial if it consists of 0 alone. A principal filter in an arbitrary

poset is a cone. Such a cone is trivial if and only if the generating element is

maximal in the poset. Granting the CCT for a moment, Theorem 3.2 informs us

that Theorem 3.7 must hold with f replaced by i. This, for the case in which J?

is a cone and i = 0, is what we prove in §4. It immediately yields the next theorem

whose relevance to the CCT is detailed in Theorem 3.8.
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The Second Acyclicity Theorem. Let S be a cone with least element 0

and A be a diagram over ^f'. IfE and N are A-bimodules and E is a O-primitive

relative injective then E! is a relative HomALA!(N!,— )-acyclic bimodule; that is,

Extl,.Al(Nl,El) = 0 for n > 0.

The results of this section have been designed to prove

THEOREM 3.8.   The CCT is equivalent to the Second Acyclicity Theorem.

PROOF. Clearly, we need only show that the Second Acyclicity Theorem implies

the first. For that, let .J2" be a poset, A be a diagram over J7, and N be an

A-bimodule. Choose an arbitrary element 0 E J2', let f = 0/f be the principal

filter generated by 0, and let E be a O-primitive relative injective A-bimodule. Then

(f)*E is the O-primitive relative injective ((^)*A)-bimodule determined by the

A°-bimodule E°. Moreover, E = (f)»((f)*E). Applying the Second Acyclicity

Theorem and Theorem 3.7 to f, (f)*A, (f)*N and (f)*E then yields

ExtA!.A!(N!,E!) = ExtA!.AI(N!,((^>,C/)*E)!)

= ExtfCf).A)K(^).A)!((C/)*N)!,(Cf>*E)!) = 0

for n > 0. That is, E! is a relative HomA!-A!(N!,—)-acyclic bimodule and we are

done.    □

We should remark that neither Theorem 3.8 nor the Second Acyclicity Theorem

appear in [GS3], where we consider the special case J2' = {0 < 1} of the CCT.

In that case the Acyclicity Theorem requires that we examine i-primitive relative

injectives for i = 0 and i = 1. The proof above then permits us to reduce the poset

to iff. Now for z = 0 this affords no reduction at all. So these theorems could

only be useful in the case i = 1. However, it is not hard to show that E! is a relative

injective Al-bimodule for every 1-primitive relative injective E. (This is equivalent

to the maximality of 1 in .J2', as we prove in §5.)

In the context of arbitrary diagrams we note one further result which will play

crucial roles in §4 and §6. Suppose that f is a set (which we do not assume to

be partially ordered) and that A is a fc-algebra containing R = \~\j- k = kf as

a subalgebra. There is then a set of pairwise orthogonal idempotents {ex}iey in

A whose (possibly infinite) sum is the unit of A. Observe that the fc-bimodule

A' = \~[i€jr \Jjejr exAe3 is, in a natural way, a fc-algebra containing R. We say

that A is an ^-aligned algebra if the natural map A —► FJj Ylj elAe3 : a >-* (exae3),

establishes a fc-algebra isomorphism A = A'. Now let fi C f x ^ be an arbitrary

binary relation on f. The examples of greatest interest to us will be fioo = J2" x J2"

and, when J2" is a poset, fi< = {(i,j)\i < j}. Then, for any A-bimodule M the

fc-bimodule Mq = \~[iejr \\,t -j€n exMe3 is an A'-bimodule in an obvious way.

Further, ii f E HomA.A(N,M) then f(exNe3) C exMe3 and /n = YlUfle'NJ
is an A'-bimodule map TVn —» Mq. Clearly then, M ~~+ Mq is a functor from

A-bimod to A'-bimod. We henceforth assume that A is aligned and identify A with

A'. By definition, M will be an Q-aligned A-bimodule if and only if M = Mn,

i.e. the canonical map M —» f]j Tlj etMe3: m h-> (exme3) is an isomorphism M =

Wi^s II(ij)en elMe3 = Mq. In particular, for each i Ef and m E M the set of

j Ef for which exme3 ^ 0 is finite; that is, exme3 = 0 for almost all j E f. (We

could, of course, have defined fi-alignment for algebras. This would have gained us
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nothing, however, since A is fi-aligned if and only if it is ^-aligned and fi contains

{(i,j) E f x J^]exAe3 ^ 0}.) An Q-aligned map, f:N^>M, between fi-aligned

bimodules is one for which f(J2nx) = Ylf(nl) whenever nx E exN. For any map

/ E EomA.A(N,M) the induced map /n E Honu.^TV^Mn) is fi-aligned. In

fact, since M ~* Mn is idempotent—i.e. (Mq)q = Mq—we see that its image is

precisely the subcategory of fi-aligned bimodules and maps. Observe that if f

is finite then A is automatically aligned and all A-bimodules and maps are fioo-

aligned. We shall call M an Q-hostile A-bimodule ii M = \~[iejr e'M but exMeJ = 0

whenever (i,j) E fi.

Naturally, we define an Q-aligned extension to be one in which all bimodules and

maps are fi-aligned. Trivially, M ~» Mn is exact and preserves allowability. Hence,

it induces a natural transformation Ext'A_A(—, —) —* Ext^.^(—n, —n): [W] ~* [^n]-

It is immediate that an extension <f is fi-aligned if and only if <f = IPn.

THEOREM 3.9. Let A and N be, respectively, an J^-aligned algebra and an

Q-aligned A-bimodule.

(1) If M is an Q-hostile A-bimodule then Ext'A.A(N, M) = 0.

(2) If M is an Q-aligned A-bimodule then [if] ~~> [Wq] is the identity map

Ext^_A(TV,M) -► ExtA_A(N,M) for n > 0. That is, for n > 0 every class

[if] E ExtA_A(N, M) can be represented by an Q-aligned extension, namely if = Sq.

PROOF. If L is an A-bimodule then Lt = Y[ieJ? exL is an A-bimodule in a

natural way and, as above, L ~+ Li is an exact functor which preserves allowability.

There are obvious maps L —> Li and Ln —» Li, which are natural in L. Clearly,

N = Ni = Nq and, whether hostile or aligned, M = Mi. Now suppose that

n > 0 and that [W] E ExtA_A(N,M) is arbitrary. Then IP —► <f f starts and ends

with identity maps—so W = Wi—while Wq —► Wi has an identity map as its end.

When M is aligned Wq —► Wi also starts with an identity map, so W = Wi = Wq

and we have proved half of (2). The other half follows since Wq is then an aligned

representative for [W]. On the other hand, if M is hostile then Mn = 0 and,

so, the map Wq —f Wi starts with 0 —» M. Hence, 0 = OWq = Wi Id = Wi and

W = 0, which establishes (1) in dimension n > 0. Finally, for g E HomA.A(N, M) =

Ext°A.A(N,M) and (i,j) € fi we have g(exNe3) = exg(N)e3 C e%Me3 = 0. Hence

g(N) = 0 and Ext^.A(iV, M) = 0.    □

If A is a diagram over a poset J2" then A! is an ^-aligned algebra. (The

idempotent el is, of course, just tpu.) Likewise, if M is an A-bimodule then

Ml is an fi<-aligned Al-bimodule. In fact, the A!-bimodules in the image of

I: A-bimod —► Al-bimod can be characterized intrinsically (up to isomorphism).

Specifically, an Al-bimodule c is isomorphic to C! for some A-bimodule C if and

only if it is fi<-aligned and right multiplication by tp13 is a left A'-module isomor-

phism — • tpX3: <pxxctpu —► tptxctp33 for all i < j. (To construct the A-bimodule C,

set C* = tpxxctp%%; the map T%3 : C3 —► Cx is then uniquely determined by the equa-

tion Tl3(x)tpX3 = tpX3x.) A (reasonable) functorial construction of an Al-bimodule

with both of these properties from an fi<-aligned bimodule would, in view of the

theorem above, yield a proof of the CCT. We have been unable to produce such a

construction.

We conclude this section with a correction to (and generalization of) the fi-

nal exercise left at the end of [GSl, §16].   Suppose that f is a cone in which
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{i > 0} is also a cone, that M and N are A-bimodules, and that M* = 0 for i ^ 0

while N° = 0. Denote the least element of {i > 0} by 1 and set A = A1. We

claim that ExtA.A(N,M) = ExtA7A(N\M°). To prove this, apply ExtA_A(N,-) to
W: 0 -» M -» (0),M° -► (1).M° -» 0. Since N° = 0, Theorem 3.2 implies that

ExtA.A(N, (0)„M°) = 0. It then follows that ExtA.A(N,M) = ExtA7A(N, (1)»M°)

and applying Theorem 3.2 once more finishes the proof.

4. Proof of the Second Acyclicity Theorem. This section is devoted to the

proof of the Second Acyclicity Theorem. Consequently, we assume throughout that

J2" is a cone with least element 0. We denote the filter {i > 0} by f and set e =

Y^j P33', the idempotent determined by f. So 1 - e = tp00. Theorem 3.3 and the

comments following it then apply. In particular, ip00A! and Ale are two-sided ideals

in A! and there is a fc-algebra epimorphism A! —► ((f)*A)l whose kernel is tp0QAl.

The obvious fc-module isomorphism A!/A!e -» A!(l - e) = AV00 = AV00 = A0 is,

similarly, an algebra map and the forgetful functors induced by A! —► ((f)*A)l and

A! —* A0 are exact and preserve allowability. In addition, since <p00Al is projective

as a right A!-module, tp00A! <8>A! -: Al-bimod —► (A°-Al)-bimod is likewise an exact

functor which preserves allowability. In fact, it is naturally equivalent to a ~+ tp00a;

the isomorphism tp00 Al ®a! a —► <p00a is simply r ® a •—* ra and we shall use it to

identify these two modules whenever convenient. Of course, tp00 Al ®A! — is right

adjoint to the evident forgetful functor and using the latter functor we may view

<p00a = ip00A!<g)A! a as an Al-bimodule. The structure it so acquires is then identical

with its natural structure as an A!-subbimodule of a. (That is, the counit of the

adjunction is the identity.) Likewise, as noted after Theorem 3.3, the two possible

Al-bimodule structures on ae coincide. Furthermore, if M is an A-bimodule and

M° is viewed as an Al-bimodule through A! —► A0, then the obvious fc-module

isomorphism M!/M!e —► M!(l — e) = M°tp00 = M° is an Al-bimodule map and

0 —► Mle —» Ml —► M° —» 0 is an allowable short exact sequence.

Now let M be an A°-bimodule. For the remainder of this section we set M =

(0),M and m = Mle. So, each M* = M, every M3 -> Mx = IdM, and the allowable

exact sequence above becomes

(4.1) 0-»m-»M!-»M-»0.

Our goal is to prove that ExtA!_A!(N!,M!) = ExtAo.Ao(N°,M) for every A-bimodule

N. The Second Acyclicity Theorem will follow from this immediately. In view

of (4.1) it suffices to prove that ExtA!.A!(N!,m) = 0 and ExtA!_A,(N!,M) £

Ext*o.Ao (N°, M). The second of these is a consequence of the following two lemmas.

LEMMA 4.1.   IfN is an A0-bimodule thenExt'Ao.Ao(N,M) —► ExtA!.A!(N, M):

[W] y—> [W] is an isomorphism.

PROOF. The assertion of the lemma is trivial in dimension zero. Now sup-

pose that n > 0 and [W] E ExtA!_Ai (tV, M). Then there are inclusions of allowable

Al-bimodule extensions <p00W ~ 'W and <p00We >-► <p00W. Since tp00M = M

and <p00N = N, the first of these is a congruence: <p00W = W. Also, since

<p00W = tp00We + tp00Wtp00, the second of these has an exact quotient, tp00Wtp00,

and tp00W —> tp00Wtp00 is again a congruence. Now the modules in tp00Wp00

all have the form £>00a£>00 and, so, are naturally A°-bimodules.   The correspon-
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dence W h-► tp00Wtp00 is easily seen to respect equivalence. The congruence W =

tpmWtpm in Al-bimod then shows that [if] i-» [£>00iV00] provides an inverse to

Extao.ao (TV, M) - ExtA!.A! (N,M).    a

LEMMA 4.2. Let N be an A-bimodule. Then ExtA!.A!(N!e,M) = 0 and there is
an isomorphism ExtA!_A!(N!,M) = ExtA!_A!(N0,M).

PROOF. The second claim follows immediately from the first by examining

the long exact sequence induced by the allowable exact sequence 0 —♦ Nle —>

N! —> N° —> 0. For the dimension zero case of the first claim, suppose that

/ E HomA!-A!(N!e, M). Then, since e is an idempotent we see that /(Nle) C Me = 0

and, so, / = 0. Now let if represent a class in ExtA!.Aj(N!e, M) for some n / 0.

The map of extensions if e —> W starts with 0 —► M and ends with an identity map.

Thus, 0 = 0(We) = W Id = W and [W] = 0.    □

COROLLARY 4.3. Let N be an A-bimodule. Then there is an isomorphism

ExtA!.A!(N!,M)=ExtAo_Ao(N°,M).    D

Our proof that ExtA!_A!(-!,m) = 0 requires the right adjoint to <p00Al (g)A!

-: Al-bimod —► (A°-Al)-bimod, namely HomAo(^00AI, —), and the unit of

the adjunction. For any (A°-A!)-bimodule ^# the Al-bimodule structure of

HomAo V00A!,.^#) is, of course, derived from the right Al-niodule structures of

<p00Al and J?: for r,s E A! and / E HomAo(p00A!,,#) the left A°-module map

rfs is defined by (rfs)(x) = f(xr)s. In particular, since tp00A! = \jA0tp0x, we

have

(4.2) <p"HomAo(<p00A!,-) = HomAo(A°ip0t,-).

Now when i = 0 the left-hand side of the latter equation is simply a composite of

the two adjoints while, since the A°-bimodule A'V00 is free as a left A°-module, the

right-hand side is naturally equivalent to the identity functor. (Put another way, the

counit of the adjunction is an isomorphism.) The other composite, which we denote

more succinctly by Al-bimod —► Al-bimod: a ~+ a, is then idempotent (up to natural

equivalence); i.e., a = HomAo V°°A!,v200a) and the unit of the adjunction (which

will be described explicitly below) is a natural isomorphism r/g : a —> (5)~. Since the

left A°-module <p00Al = Y[A°tp°l is free, HomAoV°°A!, —) is exact and preserves

allowability. Hence a ~* a, being a composite of functors with these properties,

is likewise an exact functor which preserves allowability. Moreover, applying the

standard isomorphism HomAo V°°AI, -) = \\y HomAo(A0<p°% -) and (4.2) to tp00a

yields

a = Yl<f"«
and we may safely write a = J7 <Ptlo, for a Ea.

The unit of the adjunction is the natural transformation which assigns to each

Al-bimodule a, the Al-bimodule map

na: a — a = HomAo(tp00Al, tp00a),

a i—► — • a,

where —a: tp00 A! —► tp00a is simply r h-> ra. (This follows immediately from the

identification <p00a = £>00A! <g>A| a and the standard description of the unit for a

Horn-® adjunction.) We wish to examine this in the particular case a = m.
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Since <p00m = <p00M!e = ]\f Mtpoj as a left A°-module, applying (4.2) to tp00m

yields tp^mtp33 = rIomko(A°tp0x, Mtp°3) for j ^ 0 and tpxim = \\f <pixmtp33. Then

ih=Yl <Pum = Yl IJ VU™<P"

and
tp^mtp33 = RomAo (A0p0l,Mtp°3) - Mtp°3: f h* f(tp0x)

is a bijection for j ^ 0. Now, for m E m, this means that r,m(m) = J2 <P"»?m(m VJ

while tpxxr,m(m)tp33 = r,m(tpxlmtp33) E p^nvp33 is the left A°-module map A°tp0x ->

M<p°3 determined by tp0x i-> tp0x ■ (tpumtp33). We can now compute the kernel and

image of nm.

For the kernel, suppose that nm(m) = 0. Then each tpnr,m(m)tp33 = 0 and, so,

tp0x ■ (tp"mtp33) =06 Mtp°3 for all i E f and ; E f. But <p0i ■ -: Mp13 -» M<p°3

is a fc-linear isomorphism since Mx —» M° = M is an identity map. Hence, each

tpumtp33 = 0 and m = Yl P^mtp33 = 0. That is, the kernel is trivial and r/m is a

monomorphism.

For the image, first note that <pxxmtp33 = pxxMletp33 = 0 unless j E i/f = {j E

f\j > i}, in which case tpumtp33 = Mtp13. Thus, m = \[y LIj//- 'P^wp3' ■ Also, as

noted above, m = FJj^ Mj <Pn™tp33 and, of course, V2"*7m("*)<£"" = r,m(<PnnvP33). It

follows that nm(m) = Y[jr lli/y ^"Vmi^f33 ■ Now, when j E i/f the composite

fc-bimodule map

Mtp13 = tpxxmtp33 -2i>  tp^ihtp33 -» M^>0j',

m<pu i-» - ■ mtp13 h-> <p0t ■ (mtp13) = mtp°3

is clearly surjective, which implies that r,m(Mtp13) = tpxxmtp33. The image of r,m is

thus r?m(m) = JJjr \}t/Jr tpixmtp33.

For these computations we draw two conclusions. First, since the image of nm is

a fc-bimodule direct summand of m, the monomorphism r,m and the exact sequence

(4.3) 0 —► m —► ni —* cok r,m —* 0

are allowable. (In general, r,a need be neither allowable or monic.) Second, cok?jm =

~\jr tp" cokr;m and <pxx cok r,mtp33 = 0 whenever i < j. That is, in the terminology

of §3, cokr7m is an fi<-hostile Al-bimodule. Since N! is fi<-aligned for every A-

bimodule N, Theorem 3.9(1) yields

LEMMA 4.4.   If N is an A-bimodule then ExtA!_A!(N!,cok/7m) =0.    □

In view of (4.3) and the last lemma, we can conclude that ExtA!.A!(-!,m) = 0

once we show that ExtA!.A!( —!,m) = 0. Our proof of the latter equality in-

volves the functor Hom/t-A.! (<p00A!, —): Al-bimod —► (Al-A°)-bimod, its left adjoint

— ®Ao <p00AI, and the counit of the adjunction. As with the previous adjoint pair,

since <p00A! is projective both as a right A!-module and as a left A°-module, these

are exact functors which preserve allowability. Note that Homfc.A! V°°A!,—) is

naturally equivalent to a ~* atp00; the isomorphism Homfc_A! V°°A!,a) —> atp00 is

simply / r-t f(tp00) and we shall use it to identify these two bimodules. For sim-

plicity, we set a = atp00 <g>A° <p°°Al. The counit of this adjunction is easily seen to
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be the natural transformation which assigns to each Al-bimodule a the Al-bimodule

map

ea: a = atp00 <g>Ao ^00A! -» a,

a ® r i—> or.

In particular, when a = tp00Nl = Y[N°tp0x, we have atp00 = N°^>00 and e0 is the

obvious isomorphism N°tp00 <g>Ao ]jA0tp0x -> IJNV0*-

LEMMA 4.5. 7/N zs on A-bimodule, a is an Al-bimodule, and atp00 = 0 then

ExtA!_A!(N!,a) = 0. In particular, ExtA!_A!(N!,m) = 0.

PROOF. The first of the adjunctions establishes a bijection HomA!_Ai(N!,a) =

HomAo_A! V°°N!,i£>00a) and, so, the dimension zero case will follow if we show the

latter to be trivial. Suppose that /: tp00Nl —► <p00a is an (A°-A!)-bimodule map

and note that ^00N! = (NV00)AI. Then, since f(N°tp00) C tp00atp00 = 0, we have

/ = 0, as required.

For the case of dimension n > 0, recall from Lemma 3.6 that 0 —+ tp00W. —► N! —>

(C^")*N)! —* 0 is an allowable short exact sequence. Hence it suffices to show that

ExtAl_A,r>°°N!,a) = 0 and that ExtA,_A!(((/->*N)!,a) = 0.

Suppose that [9] E ExtA!_A! V°°N!,a). The counit of the second adjunction

provides a map of extensions ey: &" —► 9". Observe that (a)" = 0 since ap00 =

HomAo(tp00Al,tp00atp00) = 0. Hence the map of extensions egr: 3~ —> f starts

with 0 —► a and ends with the map e = e^oo^: V°°N!)~ —► ^00N! which, as was

noted above, is an isomorphism.  This yields 0 = 0SF = SFe and, so, [f^e] = 0.

Now the map

ExtA!_A!(p00N!,o) - ExtnAU Ali(tp00Wy, a): \W'] -> [ff'e]

is an isomorphism since it is induced by an isomorphism. Thus, we have [&~] = 0

as well; that is, Ext^.A!(<P00N!,a) = 0.

Next, suppose that [f] E ExtA!.A!(((^2")*N)!,a). The unit of the first adjunction

yields a map of extensions r/y: f —> f. Now, as noted earlier, n = r,z:a —+ (cf)~

is an isomorphism. On the other hand, (((f)*N)l)~= 0 since <p00(({f)*N)\) = 0.

Then, since the map r,^-: & —► 9 starts with the isomorphism r, and ends with

((f)*N)l -» 0, we have n^ = S?0 = 0. As before, this implies that & = 0 and,

so, ExtA!.A!(((^r)*N)!,a) = 0. This completes the proof of the first assertion. Since

mtp00 = M!e<p00 = 0, the second then follows trivially.    □

COROLLARY 4.6.   If N is an A-bimodule, then ExtA!.A!(N!,m) = 0.    □

As we remarked after (4.1), Corollaries 4.3 and 4.6 imply

COROLLARY 4.7. If N is an A-bimodule, M is an A0-bimodule, and M =

(0),M then ExtA,.A,(N!,M!) = ExtAo.Ao(N°,M).    D

The Second Acyclicity Theorem now follows since an A-bimodule M is a 0-

primitive relative injective if and only if M = (0)«M for some relative injective

A°-bimodule M, in which case ExtAO_Ao(N°,M) = 0 for n > 0. According to

Theorem 3.8, we have also established the following.
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The Special Cohomology Comparison Theorem. For an arbitrary di-
agram A over an arbitrary poset, uj': Ext'A_A(—,—) —► ExtA!_A!(—U~0 is an iso-

morphism,    n

We conclude this section with a comment about the simplest nontrivial case of

the foregoing, namely f = {0 < 1}. It is easy to see that this is the only case

in which r,m is an isomorphism. Of course, Lemma 4.4 then becomes a triviality,

the application of Theorem 3.9(1) is unnecessary, and Lemma 4.5 coincides with

Corollary 4.6.

5. Relative injectives revisited. In this section we will show that I preserves

essentially no primitive relative injectives and, more important, preserves enough

relative injectives if and only if J2" is discrete. We begin by identifying the primitive

relative injectives it does preserve.

LEMMA 5.1. //i E f is a maximal element and M is an A1-bimodule then

((i)*M)! is a relative injective Al-bimodule if and only if M is a relative injective

A1-bimodule.

PROOF. To begin with, if ((i)*M)l is a relative injective Al-bimodule then,

since I is full and exact, (i)*M is a relative injective A-bimodule and Lemma 1.2

guarantees, in turn, that M is a relative injective A'-bimodule.

For the other direction, first note that ((i)»M)! = Mtp". Now let /: a —> Mtp"

and a >—> b be Al-bimodule maps and assume that a >—► b is allowable. Then

/((l - <p")a) C (1 - tpix)Mtpxi = 0 and f(a(l - tp")) C M<pu(l - p") = 0. So

/ is completely determined by its restriction /*: tp"atp" —► Mtp", which is an

allowable A'-bimodule map. Now, due to the relative injectivity of M there is an

extension of/8 to an A'-bimodule map /: tp"btp" —► Mp". If we set f((l — <p")b) =

/(b(l — <p")) = 0 then, as is easily checked, / is an Al-bimodule map which, plainly,

extends /.    D

Note that the second paragraph of the proof above could be replaced by the

observation that {i} is a filter in f and an appeal to Theorem 3.7. However, doing

so would disguise the elementary nature of the result. In contrast to Lemma 5.1

we have

LEMMA 5.2. Let ^ be a nontrivial cone with least element 0 and let M be

an A0-bimodule. Then ((0)»M)l is a relative injective Al-bimodule if and only if

M = 0.

PROOF. Let f be the filter {i > 0}, set e = YLj-f3^ and, as in §4, set

M = (0)*M. We consider the A!-bimodules a = <p00Ale®tp00Al and b = A!e®^00AI.

The obvious inclusion a —► b is allowable. We shall show that HomAi_Ai(b,M!) —►

HomA!_Ai(a, Ml) is not an epimorphism if M ^ 0; this yields the lemma.

First, for any Al-bimodule map /: b —► Ml we must have f(e®tp00) E eMV00 =

0. But then /(b) = A!/(e ® <p00)A! = 0. That is, HomA!-A!(b,M!) = 0.

Next, note that a is naturally an (A°-A!)-bimodule and that a = (tp00Ale ®

AV00) ®ao £>00AI. Also, there is an A°-bimodule isomorphism ^00A!e <g> AV00 =

A0 <g> Ujr fc ® A0, since as a left A°-module p00A!e = \[f A°p°3 £ A0 x ]\f fc.

Hence, some standard Horn-® adjunctions, the adjunction discussed at the outset
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of §4, and the observation that HomA!(^00A!, p>00W.) = <p00MV00 = Mtp00 yield

HomA!.A!(a,M!) 2 HomAo_A!(a,<p00M!)

= HomAO_Ao(^00A!e®AV00,HomA!V00A!,^00M!))

= Homfc.fc M]fc,M    =IJM-

Thus, if M ^ 0 then HomAi_A!(a, M!) ^ 0 and we are done.    □

We can now prove that I preserves remarkably few primitive relative injectives.

THEOREM 5.3. Let J7 be an arbitrary poset and let M be a nonzero A'-

bimodule. Then ((z)*M)l is a relative injective Al-bimodule if and only if i is

maximal in f and M is a relative injective A1-bimodule.

PROOF. The "if" statement was established as Lemma 5.1. For the "only if"

statement we set f = {j > i}, abbreviate (i)*M to M, and assume that Ml is a

relative injective Al-bimodule. Observe that, in the notation of §3, M = (f)tW

where M' = (f)*M. Also, M'l, when viewed as an Al-bimodule through A! —>

((f)*A)l, is isomorphic to Ml. Now suppose that /: a —► M'l and a >—► b are

((^)*A)!-bimodule maps, with the latter map being allowable. Then, considered

as an Al-bimodule map, / has an extension to an Al-bimodule map b —» Ml = M'l.

Since this extension is certainly a ((^)*A)!-bimodule map, we have shown M'l to

be a relative injective ((^")*A)!-bimodule. But M' is the right inflation of M from

Ax-bimod to ((f)*A)l-bimod and f is a cone with least element i. Hence Lemma

5.2 requires that f = {i} and, so, i is maximal in f. Now Lemma 5.1 implies

that M is a relative injective A'-bimodule.    □

Suppose that J2^ is not discrete, that E is an z-primitive relative injective for some

nonmaximal i E f, and that E >—► Eo is an allowable A-bimodule monomorphism.

Then E >-► E0 splits and, so, E0 = E ffi E' for some A-bimodule E'. But then,

since E! is not a relative injective Al-bimodule, Eo! cannot be a relative injective

either. In particular, E itself can have no relative injective allowable resolution

0 —+ E —► E. in A-bimod with the property that 0 —> E! —> E.l is such a resolution

in Al-bimod. Combining this observation with Lemma 5.1 yields

THEOREM 5.4. I preserves enough relative injectives if and only if f is dis-

crete.    □

The considerations of this section dualize in a reasonably straightforward fashion

and, consequently, I does not preserve enough relative projectives.

6. Hochschild cohomology. For an associative fc-algebra A the Hochschild

cohomology functors on A-bimod may be defined by H'(A, —) = Ext'A_A(A, —). So,

too, we may define the Hochschild cohomology functors on A-bimod by Bf'(A, —) =

ExtA_A(A,-). The CCT then implies that H'(A,-) = H'(Al,-l). When J2" is
finite the latter isomorphism is easier to obtain than the full CCT. In fact, we shall

give a cochain map which induces the isomorphism. This involves, amongst other

things, providing a cochain complex C'(A, —) for which H(C'(A, —)) = H'(A, —).

We begin with a closer look at Ext'A.A(—,—), in general, and ExtA!_A!(—, —), m

particular.
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If A is a fc-algebra and R C A is a subalgebra then a map f:N —» M in

A-bimod is called R-allowable if there is an R-bimodule map X: M —► TV for

which fXf = f. An extension if in A-bimod is R-allowable if every map ap-

pearing in W is .R-allowable. Such extensions form the foundation for an ir-

relative Yoneda cohomology ExtA_AR(—, —) in the usual way. Note that the

definition of fc-allowable is precisely the definition of allowable given in §1 and,

so, ExtA.A fc(—, —) = Ext'A_A(—,—). Similarly, we define R-relative projective,

etc., in an obvious way, generalizing the definitions of §1 for the case R = fc.

Since any R-allowable map is, preforce, allowable there is a natural transformation

Ext'A_AiR(-, -) -» Ext^.A(-, -): [IP] r-> [W]. Now, Theorem 1.2 of [GS4] asserts

If R is separable (over fc) then

(6.1) ExtVA,*(- -) - ExtVA(-, -)
is an isomorphism.

We set H'(A, R; -) = Ext^.Aifl(A, -). To find cochains for H'(A,R; -) we use

a suitable R-relative projective allowable resolution, 3°, —► A —► 0, of A in A-bimod,

namely: 3°n = A ®jj A®R" ®jj A, the tensor product (over R) of n + 2 factors of

A. The boundary dh is given by the formula dh(ao ® • • • ® an+l) = Y(~1)*''' ®

OjOj+i ® • • •. (The superscript "h" designates Hochschild.) To obtain a normalized

resolution, 3°* —* A —► 0, replace all but the first and last factor of A in 3°n by

A/R. Now the R-relative cochain complex is C'(A,R; —) = Hom^./i^,, —). It is

then immediate that Cn(A, R; —) = rIomA.A(3°n, -) = Homfi.fl(A®R", -) consists

of functions of n variables which are fc-multilinear and satisfy

f(ray,...,an) = rf(ay,...,an),

(6.2) f(ay,...,anr) = f(ay,... ,an)r,

/(... , Ojr, Oj+i, ...) = /(... , Oj, raj+1,...)

for ay,...,an E A and r 6 R. The normalized R-relative cochain complex

C'(A,R; —) = Hom^.^O^1., —) is the subcomplex of functions satisfying the fur-

ther condition

(6.3) f(o.y, ■ ■ ■ ,an) = 0    if any Oj 6 R.

The Hochschild coboundary 6h is given by Shf = fdh. We then have H'(A, R; -) =

H(C'(A,R; -)) = H(C'(A,R; -)). Note that when R = k the conditions in (6.2)

follow from the fc-multilinearity of /. We shall abbreviate C'(A, fc; -) to C'(A, -),

etc. In a moment we shall examine this in the case A = A!.

In [GSl, §17] we define the strict cochain complex C*(AI, —) as a subcomplex of

C*(AI, -) in the following way: if b is an Al-bimodule and n > 0 then / E Cn(AI, b)

is strict if

f(ayptl3i,.. .,antpXn3n) = 0    if jp ^ ip+1 for some p < n - 1,

(6.4) f(aypXlt2,a2pX2i3,...,antpinX"+1)Etputibp>i"+lX"+1,    and

f(xy,... ,xn) =0   if any Xi = tp33 for some j.

We set CJ(A!, b) = fU V"*^ and write #*(AI, -) for H(C's(Al, -)).

Observe that A! contains S = \\jr kp" as a subalgebra.
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LEMMA 6.1.   If J2" is finite then C's(Al, -) =C'(Al,S;-).

PROOF. Suppose that / G C^(Al,b) for some n > 0. Owing to the finiteness

of f we see that (6.2) holds for / if and only if it holds whenever ap E A'VJp

for 1 < p < n and r = tp". But the latter follows immediately from the first two

conditions of (6.4). Likewise, (6.3) follows from the finiteness of J2" and the third

condition of (6.4). Thus, we have C™(Al, -) C C"(AI, S; -) when n > 0. For the

reverse inclusion, we obtain the first condition of (6.4) from the third condition of

(6.2) and the observation that artpXr3r = artpXr3rtp3r3r while p3r3rar+ytpXr+l3r+1 = 0

if/r j1 ir+i- The second condition of (6.4) follows from the first two of (6.2) by

using the identities aV1'2 = tpXlXlaytp%2X2 and anpXnXn+l = antpl"Xn+*pXn+lXn+1.

The third condition of (6.4) is a special case of (6.3).

Finally, for the case of dimension zero, note first that

C°(Al, S; b) = IIomA_A(A ®s A, b) = Homs(S, b).

Now, since S is finite, the fc-bimodule decomposition of S is S = \~[jr kp" =

\Jjr kp". This is immediately seen to be an 5-bimodule decomposition as well

and, so, Homs(S, b) = \~\jr Horns(ktp",b). Also, for / G Homs(kp",b) we have

/ V) G p"bp" since tp" is idempotent. It follows that Homs(5, b) = Ylj? tp"bp"
= C§(A!,b).    D

Having focused attention on the subalgebra S it is natural, in view of (6.1), to

ask whether S is separable.

LEMMA 6.2.   S is separable if and only if f is finite.

PROOF. If J2" is finite then XV" ® tp" g S ® Sop is a separability idempo-

tent. Now suppose that S is separable and let JK c fc be a maximal ideal. Then

\~\jr(k/^)tp" — (k/J[) ® S is a separable (fc/-#)-algebra. It is also a projective

left (fc/./#)-module since k/J( is a field. A theorem of Villamayor and Zelinsky

[VZ] then implies it is finitely generated, from which it follows that J is finite.    □

The following theorem is a trivial application of the foregoing. Its value lies in

the fact that it asserts that the Hochschild cohomology of A! frequently can be

computed using a "thinner" cochain complex than the usual one.

THEOREM 6.3.   When J2" is finite Hf'( Al,-) = H'(Al,S;-) = H'(Al,-).    □

We proved this—but only for the case in which the coefficient bimodule has the

form Ml—in [GSl, §17]. Our proof there invoked the CCT because we had not

yet recognized the strict cochains for what they are, namely 5-relative cochains.

The finiteness hypothesis in Theorem 6.3 can be removed if we restrict attention

to aligned A!-bimodules, (defined in §3). We shall derive this as a consequence of

a version of (6.1) for aligned algebras. First we need

LEMMA 6.4. Let f and A be, respectively, a set and an ^-aligned algebra.

Suppose that f: N —* M is an Q-aligned map between Q-aligned A-bimodules for

some fi C /x/. Then f is allowable if and only if it is R-allowable, where

R = Y[jkex.

PROOF. One implication is trivial. For the other, suppose that A: M —* N is

a fc-bimodule map satisfying fXf = f. We need to produce an R-bimodule map

X: M —* N with the same property. Fix ig/ and m E M. Then, since exme3 = 0
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for almost all j E f, it follows that X(exme3) = 0 for almost all j E f, and, so,

exX(exme3)e3 = 0 for almost all j E J?'. Hence, using the fi-alignment of TV, we

can define a fc-bimodule map A: M —> N by X(m) = Yi 12j exX(exme3)e3. We shall

show that this is the desired R-bimodule map. First, from the alignment of /, the

relation fXf = f, and the idempotence of e', we find that

fM(m) = f |£;>>'A(e'/(m)e')    e3 = £ ;£/(e'A(e'/(m)eV)

= ^2^exfXf(elme3)e3 = ^^e7(e'meJ)eJ = ^^e'/(m)eJ.

i       j i       j i      3

But, due to the fi-alignment of TV, the latter expression is just f(m); that is,

fXf = f, as required.
Now suppose that r = Y, rje3 e ^- Then the fc-linearity of A, the relation

re3 = e3r = rje3 = e3r3, and (infinite) distributivity imply that

A(mr) = ^^e'A(e'mre-?)eJ = ^ ^ exX(exmrje3)e3

i      j i      j

= ^2^2ex X(exme3)rje3 = ^^e'A(e'me3)e'r

i       3 i      j

=    ^^e'A(eW)e3    r = A(m)r.

Thus, A is a right R-module map. The proof that it is left R-linear is similar.    □

THEOREM 6.5. Suppose A is an J?-aligned algebra and that N and M are

Q-aligned A-bimodules for some fi C f x J7. Let R = \~\jr fce'.  Then

Ext'A.AM(N,M) - Ext'A_A(N,M): [W] ~ [W]

is an isomorphism.

PROOF. According to the last lemma and Theorem 3.9(2) the map is an epi-

morphism. Now the proof of Theorem 3.9 applies equally well to Ext^.^ fi(-, -).

Also, if Wy and W2 are fi-aligned R-allowable extensions and Wy <— &~ —► W2 is a

congruence of allowable extensions then 5?q is fi-aligned and the last lemma insures

that Wy <— J^n -* W2 is a congruence of R-allowable extensions. Hence the map is

a monomorphism.    □

Note that when JF is finite Theorem 6.5 is a special case of (6.1) since then R

is separable, A is ^-aligned, and every A-bimodule is fioo-aligned. The last two

results generalize to the case in which R is a product of separable subalgebras in

A. We do not know to what extent they hold when R is replaced by other inverse

limits of separable subalgebras.

If A is a diagram over a poset f and M is an A-bimodule then A! is J^-aligned

and M! is fi<-aligned. Hence we have the following generaization of Theorem 6.3

COROLLARY 6.6. Hf'(Al,-l) = H'(Al,S;-l) for any diagram A over any
poset.    D
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In [GSl, §7] we introduce a Hochschild cochain complex C'(A, -) for diagrams.

Describing it requires some notation. Let E be the nerve oiJ?. This is the simplicial

complex whose set of p-simplices, Ep, consists of (proper) chains in S of length p+1.

The boundary of a p-simplex a = (io < ■ ■ ■ < ip) is given by da = Y(—l)r°~r where

ar is the (p — l)-simplex which results from the omission of iT. We occasionally

write (-1)° to mean (-l)p when a is a p-simplex. Also, for a = (i0 < ■ ■ ■ < ip),

we set da = z'o and ca = ip.

Now let M be an A-bimodule. We define the 0-cochains by C°(A,M) = rjM'.
For n > 0 the n-cochain group is

(6.5) C"(A,M)=    Yl        Ei    C«(Aca,Mdff)

p+q=n   dimcr=p

Thus an n-cochain is a collection of Hochschild cochains indexed by the simplices

of E; we denote an n-cochain by T = {T"}. When T is an n-cochain and a = (i0 <

■ < ip) is a p-simplex, we set q = n - p + 1 and define Tda E C9(Axf,Mx°) by

p3(T _ yuoJipcro _ p<ri _i_ p<r2 _ . .     i   (_, \pp<rp    jp_ ,ip

The last summand in the expression above is defined by V7"pl''-lX''(ay,... ,aq) =

V" (pay,..., paq) ior ay,... ,aq E A'p; the first is simply the composite of the map

7*011: MXi -* M'° with the cochain Ta°. The coboundary 6 in C"(A,M) is then

given by

(ST)a = Tda + (-l)'T6hr'T.

[Recall that Sh is the Hochschild coboundary introduced after (6.3); if T is an n-

cochain, a is an (n + l)-simplex, and ct is a 0-simplex then we interpret rCT and rCT

as 0.] The normalized cochain complex C*(A,M) is the subcomplex obtained by

replacing the Hochschild cochain groups in (6.5) with the corresponding normalized

cochain groups.

In [GSl, §7] we prove that H(C'(A,-)) = H(C'(A,-)) = H'(A,-), the
latter of which we defined to be ExtA.A(A, —) at the outset of this section. We

sould remark that at first glance C'(A, —) does not appear to arise from a relative

projective allowable resolution of A. Nonetheless, it does. The resolution is given in

[GS5] and is a special case of construction used there to show that "the cohomology

(of diagrams) is invariant under barycentric subdivision (of small categories)." [See

the concluding remarks of §2.]

Having cochains in hand for H'(A, —) and H'(Al, -I) it is natural to seek cochain

maps which effect the isomorphism guaranteed by the CCT. We begin with

r,:C,(A,-)^C,(A!,5;-l).

A bit of notation will make the formula concise. First, if A is any fc-algebra

then there is a multiplication cochain n G Cn (A, A) for every n > 0, namely

ir(ay,... ,an) = ay.an.   Second, if / G C'(AP,M9) and p < iy,... ,in then

we interpret f(ay,...,an) for ar G A'r in the only reasonable fashion, namely

f(ay,...,an) = f(ppXl (ay),... ,tpPl"(an)). Last if a = (i0 < ■ ■ ■ < in) is degener-

ate, i.e. if ir = ir+y for some r, we interpret ra as 0. With these conventions we
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define rrGCn(A!,S;M!) for T E Cn(A,M) and n > 0 by

rr(o1^"2,a2^'3,...,on^'"'"+I)

n+l

= ^7r(o1,...,or)r('^-^H«r+i,...,a„)^1'"+1,

r=l

where ar E A'r. This extends to A! by (infinite) linearity. We set ro = the identity

map.

Next we define f: C'(Al, S; -I) —> C'(A, -). The definition uses shuffle prod-

ucts. A shuffle of (ai,..., ar) through (or+i,..., on) is simply a permutation of

ay, ■ ■ ■, an which preserves the orders in (ay,..., ar) and (ar+y,..., an). The shuffle

product is then the formal sum (ay,... ,ar)*(ar+y,... ,an) = Y(~lY(aui, ■ ■ ■ ,avn)

where v ranges over the shuffles. We modify this slightly for diagram rings. First,

to streamline the formulae we shall use the isomorphism A' —► AV": oh ap" to

identify AV" C A! with A'. Now, if oi,... ,a„_p G A'" then in (tpilX2,... ,pxp~ilp)*

(ay,... ,an-p) we require each tpX3 to "operate" on each ar it passes. So, for ex-

ample, V1'2) * (ay) = (tpXlX2,ay) - (tpXlX2(ay),tpXlX2). Evaluation of an n-cochain

/ on a shuffle product is interpreted in the obvious way, e.g., f((<PXl%2)*(ai)) =

f(<pill\ay) - f(tpx>X2(ay),tpili2). Now, for / G Cn(A!,S;M!) and n > 0 we define

ff E C"(A,M) as follows: if a = (i0 < ■ ■ ■ < ip) is a p-simplex for some p <n and

ay,... ,an-p E A1" then

((fff (ay,..., an-p))px°x> = /(V'°",..., tp**-^) *(ay,..., an.p)).

Both t* and f are readily seen to be natural in the coefficient bimodule M.

Verifying that they are indeed cochain maps requires tedious but uneventful com-

putation, which we omit. It is essentially immediate that fr' is the identity. Also,

a simple computation reveals that

rf/(o1^"2,o2^2'3,...,an^'"'"+1)

= ^7r(o1,...,ar)/(V'"2,...,^-'^')*(ar+i,...,a„))^+""^.

We have defined r'f* to be a cochain map from C*(AI, S; —I) to itself. However,

(6.6) shows that when J2" is finite r'f is defined if we use an arbitrary Al-bimodule b

as the coefficient bimodule. Thus, when J^ is finite r'f is a natural transformation

from C*(A!,S; —) = HomAi-A!^., —) to itself. Yoneda's lemma then implies that

r'f is induced by a unique chain map t,: 3s, —► 3°,. (In fact, an examination

of (6.6) quickly leads to a formula for t%. We shall not need it.) Since r°f0 is the

identity map we must have to = Id. But then tm and Id.: 3d, —► 3°, are both

liftings of the identity map A! —► A! to a map of 5-relative projective 5-allowable

resolutions of Al. It follows that they are chain homotopic: t, ~ Id.. Hence,

r'f ~ Id* and H(r'f) = Id. Since fr' is the identity we have proved

THEOREM 6.7. If f is finite then H(r') is an isomorphism H'(A,-) —>
H'(Al,S;-l).    D

Let f* be the composition of r' with the inclusion of complexes C'(Al, S;—)>—r

C#(A!,-). Then, as is easily checked, H(f°): HomA-A(A,-) —► HomA!.Aj(A!, —!)

is just r, h-> nl, which was defined to be w° in §2. Hence uj' and H(f') both extend

uj°. The universality of H'(A, —) = ExtA.A(A, -) requires such an extension to be

unique. So, H(f') = uj*. Invoking the CCT we obtain the following theorem.
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THEOREM 6.8. If A is an arbitrary diagram over an arbitrary poset then H(f')

is an isomorphism H'(A, —) —► H'(Al, —I).    O

When J7 is finite the CCT can be bypassed in proving that H(f') is an iso-

morphism. Indeed, this fact is an immediate consequence of Theorems 6.3 and 6.7.

Thus we have an elementary, but less conceptual, proof of a (very) special case of

the CCT.
We conclude this section with some remarks on cohomology operations. The

Hochschild cohomology of an associative fc-algebra has an associative graded-

commutative cup product (v^), a graded Lie bracket ([—,—]) which acts as graded

derivations on the cup product, and a quadratic map (Sq) which is defined on even-

dimensional cohomology classes. The Lie bracket arises as the graded commutator

of the "composition product" (6) which, however, is defined only at the cochain

level. The quadratic map is given by squaring with respect to the composition

product. These products were introduced in [Gl], although the quadratic map was

not named there. (The definitions are repeated in [GSl, 2]. We omit them here.)

It follows from the CCT that the Hochschild cohomology of a diagram must have

such operations as well. Indeed, given the cochain maps t* and f, the appropriate

definitions are clear:

T ~ A = f (rr w tA)

and

T6A = f (rrorA);

the Lie bracket and the quadratic map are then defined in the usual way in terms

of the composition product. These products can be described directly in terms of

T and A. This was done in [GS2] but the formulae were unfortunately misprinted.

We repeat them here. We use Steenrod's -^y which was introduced in [S] and

repeated in [GS2]. If T E Cm(A,M) and A G C"(A,A) then the formulae for
T - A G Cm+n(A,M) and T6A G Cm+n_1(A,M) are

(r~A)a=   Yl (-i)v'{m~v)Tv-^ Av',

(ToAY =   Y  (-lY(n~v)Tuo&?' - (-1)"     J2    ±A"'«rv,

where the ± is the "sign" of the ^i-factorization a = v -ry u' (cf. [S, GS2]). These

are both graded products. For the first the grading is by dimension; for the second

it is by degree (which is one less than dimension). When M = A the bracket product

of T and A is their graded commutator [r, A] G Cn+m_1(A, A), namely

[r, A] = raA - (-i)(n-1>(m-1)Aor.

The squaring map Sq: C2n(A, A) -+ C4n_1(A, A) is defined by

Sq(r) = rar.

Cup product, [-, -], and Sq induce products on the cohomology H'(A,A). (How-

ever, 6 does not.) These cohomology operations have all the properties familiar

from the classical case. In [GS2] we gave an ad hoc proof of this fact for the case

in which the nerve of f is locally finite. Now that we are armed with the full CCT

the fact is trivial and requires no restrictions on f.
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7. Constant diagrams:  The product of an algebra with a space. We

say that A is a constant diagram if there is a fc-algebra A such that Ax = A for all

i£/ and tp13' = IdA for all i < j, i.e., A: fop —► k-alg is a constant functor.

Constant bimodules are defined similarly. The most trivial constant diagram, k is

already of interest, for its cohomology is just the simplicial cohomology of E, the

nerve of f. We have

THEOREM 7.1. (SC = HC). There is an isomorphism H'(E,k) -> H'(k\,k\)

which preserves cup product and Sq.

PROOF. We use the notation of §6. If p > 0 then (6.3) reveals that Cp(k, fc) = 0.

Hence, referring to (6.5) we find

Cp(k, k) = Y[C°(k, fc) = J] fc = <7P(E, fc),
Ep Ep

the usual simplicial p-cochain group. Since tp%3 = Idk for all i < j the coboundary on

C'(k, k) reduces to the usual simplicial coboundary and C*(E, fc) — C'(k, k). The

CCT now provides the isomorphism. That the isomorphism preserves cohomology

operations was proved for a limited class of posets in [GS2, §6]. The proof for an

arbitrary poset is identical.    □

The Lie bracket on H'(kl, k!) is abelian [GS2, §6]. The simplices of an arbitrary

simplicial complex, when ordered by the incidence relation, form a poset f. The

nerve oif is then the barycentric subdivision of the complex. Thus, the simplicial

cohomology (with coefficients in fc) of any simplicial complex equals the Hochschild

cohomology of some fc-algebra. The primitive version of the CCT in [GSl] was

strong enough to prove the last mentioned fact for locally finite simplicial complexes,

[GS2], but too weak to prove Theorem 7.1. If f is finite then the CCT is not

needed at all to prove SC=HC. For then, again in the notation of §6, it is easy

to see that C*(k!,S;k!) = C*(E,fc) and Theorem 6.3, which relies only on (6.1),

translates to Theorem 7.1. The latter approach to SC=HC is the one adopted in

[GS4, §2] for finite posets. However, in the case of arbitrary posets (or simplicial

complexes) we are unaware of any proof for Theorem 7.1 which avoids the CCT.

The classical concept of a local coefficient system on a simplicial complex coin-

cides with the definition of a k-bimodule M. As in the proof of Theorem 7.1, it is

easy to see that C*(E,M) = C*(k,M) and, so, H'(E,M) = r7,(k!,MI). Similarly,

C#(k!,5;M!) = C*(E,M) when f is finite. Thus, classical local cohomologies are

also special cases of Hochschild cohomology. In fact, the CCT suggests enlarging

the classical concept of a local coefficient system to permit arbitrary k!-bimodules

as coefficients, i.e. set H'(Yf,b) = H'(kl,b) for b G kl-bimod. When J2" is finite

the cochain complex C*(kl, 5; b) generalizes the classical cochain complex for local

cohomology and Theorem 6.3 informs us that #*(E,b) = H(C'(kl,S;b)). What

this generalized local cohomology means for simplicial complexes is not yet clear.

As a partial generalization of the finite case of SC=HC we have

THEOREM 7.2. Suppose that k is a field, f is a finite poset, A is a finite-

dimensional k-algebra, and M is an arbitrary A-bimodule. Let A be the constant

diagram with A' = A and let M be the constant A-bimodule with M' = M. Also let

E be the nerve ofJ2'.  Then H'(Al,Ml) =■ H'(A,M) ® H'(T,,k).
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PROOF. It is trivial that A! = A®k! and Ml = M®kl. Then [M, X.7, Theorem
4] asserts that H'(Al,M\) S H'(A,M) ® ##(k!,k!) and Theorem 7.1 applies to

yield the isomorphism.    □

Note that Theorem 7.2 relies on only the finite case of Theorem 7.1 and that case,

in turn, relies on (6.1). Hence Theorem 7.2 does not require the CCT. However,

without any finiteness assumptions and over any base ring fc, (6.5) easily yields: if

A and M are constant with A' = A and M' = M then C'(A,M) - C'(A,M) ®

C*(E,fc). So, using the CCT, we see that H'(Al,Ml) is the cohomology of the

tensor product of complexes C'(A, M) ® C*(E, fc).

These theorems and observations provide, at the least, tools for constructing

algebras with particular cohomological properties by starting with simpler build-

ing blocks. For example, in [GS4] we exploit Theorem 7.1 to construct finite-

dimensional algebras which are analytically rigid but not infinitesimally rigid. The

technique, essentially, is to find a simplicial complex with the right cohomological

properties, let f be the poset formed by its simplices, and then take the resulting

k! for the algebra.

Finally, let Sfbea traingulable space, let f be the poset formed by the simplices

of some triangulation of Sf, and let A be a fc-algebra. Then C'(Sf, fc) = C#(E, fc)

and H'(Sf,k) = H*(T,,k). Let A be the constant diagram with A' — A. In view

of Theorem 7.2 and the subsequent comments, it seems natural to view A! as a

"product" of the algebra and the space, AxSf. HSf is compact we may use a finite

triangulation. If, in addition, fc is a field and A is finite-dimensional then we have, in

particular, Bf' (A x Sf, A x Sf) = B'(A,A)®Bf'(Sf,k). For example, consider the

poset J2" = {1,2,3,4} with 1,2 < 3,4 (but 1 ■£ 2 and 3 •£ 4). The underlying space

of the nerve of J2" is the circle, S1, and A x S1 = A! is the subalgebra of the 4x4

matrices M4(A) generated by the matrix units E11,..., E44, E13, E14,E23,E24. If

fc is a field and A is finite-dimensional then Theorem 7.2 asserts, for any A-bimodule

M, thatiT»(AxS1,Mx,S1) S* H'(A,M) + H— L(A,M). In fact, it is not hard to

verify the last isomorphism for an arbitrary base ring fc and an arbitrary fc-algebra

A.
We believe that such "products" of algebras and spaces are a potential fruitful

source of examples and merit further study.
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